Prevalence of Femoroacetabular Impingement Features in Japanese Young Adults without Symptoms: Hip Joint Morphology Using Radial Reformation from Computed Tomography
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To determine the prevalence of femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) morphology in asymptomatic Japanese young adults using multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) scan.

Materials and Methods: A total of 170 subjects (85 men; age, 19–39 years) without hip-related problems were included. Radial slices of 2-mm thickness at 30° intervals were reconstructed perpendicular to the central axis of the femoral head and neck for both hips. Alpha (α) angles, acetabular (AC) depths, and lateral centre-edge (LCE) angles were measured; maximum value of measured α angles was defined as max α angle, and minimum value of measured AC depths was defined as min AC depth. Max α angle > 55° was considered positive for cam-type FAI feature and min AC depth < 0 mm or LCE angle > 40° was considered positive for pincer-type FAI feature. Differences among planes, right-left correlations, and sex differences in FAI abnormalities were assessed.

Results: The α angles at 1- and 2-o’clock positions in men and at 2-o’clock position in women were significantly greater than those at other positions. AC depths at 2-o’clock position were smallest in men and women. Max α angles and min AC depths and LCE angles showed strong right-left correlations. Max α angles and the numbers of hips with cam features were significantly higher in men than in women. The prevalence of pincer features was similar between men and women.

Conclusion: The prevalence of cam type deformity is higher in men. Our results in Japanese populations were similar to those reported previously for Caucasians.
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INTRODUCTION

Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) has recently been recognised as a cause of groin pain in active young adults. Furthermore, this condition has been proposed as the leading cause of labral tears and subsequent development of hip osteoarthritis (OA)2,8,28,29). FAI is classified into three types: an insufficient offset or pistol grip deformities of the femoral head-neck junction is referred to as cam-type, acetabular overcoverage of the femoral head is identified as pincer-type, and hip joint contour with both these characteristics is classified as combined cam- and pincer-type2,8,10).

FAI is a common cause of primary OA of the hip in Caucasians. In contrast, FAI has been considered to be less common in Japanese individuals, because the hip joints of the Japanese are typically smaller than those of Caucasians, and acetabular dysplasia is the main cause of hip OA in Japanese individuals5,11,20). However, FAI has been recently reported to be occasionally problematic in Japanese young adults. The prevalence of FAI morphological features in Japanese young adults is unknown, because few studies focused on Japanese FAI have been published.

Plain radiography1,6,14,18,23,27), computed tomography (CT)3,7,12,16,17), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)10,15,21,22,24,25) can be used to confirm the FAI diagnosis. Multi-detector CT (MDCT) produces isotropic high spatial resolution images and can provide arbitrary radial reformation images of the hip joint, allowing a more precise evaluation of FAI morphology compared to plain radiography4,7,12,16,17).

The aim of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of FAI morphology in the hip joints of asymptomatic Japanese young adults by using radial reformation from MDCT volume data and to determine the radial angle most frequently associated with anatomical abnormali-
ties, the right-left correlation, and sex difference concerning cam-, pincer-, and combined cam- and pincer-type FAI features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

The study was approved by our institutional review board, and the need for written informed consent was waived. A total of 170 Japanese subjects (85 men, 85 women) with age ranging from 19 to 39 years (age correlation between men and women: $r = 0.976$) who reported no hip-related problems and prior hip surgeries at an oral interview were recruited. Other exclusion criteria were lumbar scoliosis and deformities of pelvic bone on anterior-posterior (AP) scout views of CT scan. Each subject had complained of nonspecific abdominal pain and underwent abdominopelvic CT scan between January 2016 and July 2017.

Imaging technique

A 64-MDCT scanner (Optima CT660 Pro; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) (scan settings: helical pitch 1.375, table movement 68.75 mm/s, scanning field-of-view 32–40 cm, voltage 120 kV, and smart mA [noise index 11]) was used to obtain 3D volume raw data. Subsequently, 2-mm thickness radial slices were reconstructed at 30° intervals perpendicular to the central axis of the femoral head and neck using a separate workstation (AW server 2.0, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, USA) (Figure 1A). A clockface nomenclature was adopted for localization, and the anterior and superior locations were designated 3-o’clock and 12-o’clock, respectively.

Figure 1 A. Radial reference lines at 30° intervals superimposed on the localizer image, that is through the centre of the femoral head, and orthogonal to the central axis of the femoral neck. A clockface orientation was adopted, and the anterior and superior locations were designated 3-o’clock and 12-o’clock, respectively. B. α angle for evaluating cam-type FAI feature. The α angle is formed by a line drawn from the centre of the femoral head through the central axis of the femoral neck and a line from the centre of the femoral head to the point where the femoral head/neck junction diverges from a best fit circle drawn around the perimeter of the femoral head. The α angle > 55° was defined as cam-type FAI feature. C. AC depth for evaluating pincer-type FAI feature. The AC depth is defined by the distance between the centre of the femoral head and the line through the anterior and posterior acetabular rim. Pincer-type FAI feature was considered positive (AC depth < 0 mm) if the centre of the femoral head was medial to the line. D. LCE angle for evaluating pincer-type FAI feature. The LCE angle is formed by a vertical line through the femoral head centre and a line connecting the femoral head centre with the lateral edge of the acetabulum. The LCE > 40° was also considered as pincer-type FAI feature. Abbreviation: FAI, femoroacetabular impingement; AC, acetabular; LCE, lateral centre-edge

Image evaluation

A radiologist (K.T) with 23 years of experience in skeletal radiology measured alpha (α) angles (Figure 1B) using a previously published method\(^{12,21,22}\) at 12-, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-o’clock positions; acetabular (AC) depths (Figure 1C)\(^{22}\) at 2-, 3-, and 4-o’clock positions (AC depth cannot be measured at 12- and 1-o’clock positions due to
acetabular notch); and lateral centre-edge (LCE) angles\textsuperscript{12,28} on AP scout views of CT scan (Figure 1D) in both hips. The differences of α angle among the five radial planes and of AC depths among the three radial planes were assessed. Furthermore, the maximum value of α angle at 12- to 4-o’clock positions was defined as max α angle, and minimum value of AC depths at 2- to 4-o’clock positions was defined as min AC depth, and right-left correlations and sex differences concerning max α angle, min AC depth, and LCE angle were assessed. Max α angle > 55° was considered positive for cam-type FAI feature\textsuperscript{4,16,17,24} and min AC depth < 0 mm or LCE angle > 40° was considered positive for pincer-type FAI features\textsuperscript{4,13,16,17}. Then, the numbers of FAI deformities (i.e., max α angle > 55°, min AC depth < 0 mm, LCE angle > 40°) were compared between men and women.

### Statistical methods

Tukey-Kramer post hoc analysis was used to compare α angles and AC depths among previously described radial angles. Then, right-left correlations in max α angles, min AC depths, and LCE angles were ascertained using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient test. Independent sample t tests were used to compare the degrees of max α angles, min AC depths, and LCE angles between men and women. A p value < 0.01 was considered statistically significant, and correlations were considered strong for r > 0.70. Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) with the add-in software Statcel 3 (OMS Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used for statistical data analysis.

### RESULTS

No significant difference in α angles was found between 1- and 2-o’clock positions in both hips of men; however, the angles in these positions were greater than those at 12-, 3-, and 4-o’clock positions (each p < 0.01). On the other hand, α angles at 2-o’clock position were significantly greater than those at any other radial plane positions.

![Figure 2](image-url) α angles at five positions from anterior to superior in hips of men and women. The boxes and error bars indicate 25–75 percentiles and 95% confidence intervals, respectively. α angles at 1- and 2-o’clock positions were significantly greater than those at any other o’clock positions in men, and those at 2-o’clock position were the greatest among the five positions in women. Abbreviation: Rt., right; Lt., left.
in both hips of women (each \( p < 0.01 \)) (Figure 2). AC depths at 2-o’clock position were significantly smaller than those in any other plane in both hips of men and women (each \( p < 0.01 \)) (Figure 3).

Strong right-left correlations in max \( \alpha \) angles (men: \( r = 0.81 \); women: \( r = 0.77 \)), min AC depths (men: \( r = 0.72 \); women: \( r = 0.75 \)), and LCE angles (men: \( r = 0.80 \); women: \( r = 0.81 \)) were detected.

The mean values of max \( \alpha \) angles in the right and left hips of men were 58.8° and 58.2°, respectively, while those of women were 54.2° and 52.3°, respectively. Max \( \alpha \) angles of right and left hips in men were significantly greater than those in women (each \( p < 0.01 \)) (Figure 4A). Cam morphology with \( \alpha \) angle > 55° was detected in 61% of right hips and in 59% of left hips in men, and in 35% of right hips and in 26% of left hips in women. The numbers of right and left hips with cam-type FAI feature (max \( \alpha \) angle > 55°) in men were higher than those in women.

The mean values of min AC depths in the right and left hips of men were 2.66 mm and 1.64 mm, respectively, while those of women were 2.42 mm and 1.30 mm, respectively. No significant sex differences were detected in min AC depths (right; \( p = 0.47 \), left; \( p = 0.27 \)) (Figure 4B), and the right and left hips with AC depth < 0 mm were detected in 12% and 16% of men, and in 14% and 21% of women, respectively.

The mean values of LCE angles in the right and left hips of men were 32.4° and 34.3°, respectively, while those of women were 31.4° and 33.3°, respectively. No significant sex differences in LCE angles were found (right; \( p = 0.35 \), left; \( p = 0.34 \)) (Figure 4C). Right and left hips with LCE angle > 40° were detected in 13% and 16% of men, and in 11% and 16% of women, respectively.

The overall prevalence of cam-, pincer-, and combined cam- and pincer-type FAI features in men and women is shown in Table 1. The majority of the FAI features in men and women were bilateral (69–100%). The prevalence of pincer- and combined cam- and pincer-FAI features was similar between men and women.
DISCUSSION

Some studies on CT-based FAI-associated morphology in old Japanese subjects and in Japanese subjects with a wide range of age have been already published. However, FAI also affects young patients. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study focusing on FAI morphology in asymptomatic young Japanese adults. Thus, we think that our results could be compared with those of studies on young Caucasians.

Radiography, CT, and MRI are validated modalities for imaging of FAI features of the hips. Primary studies of bony abnormality related to FAI used plan radiography to assess this syndrome. However, these evaluations had poor reproducibility due to the features of this imaging technique, such as positioning of the patient, film-focus distance, and the radiation dosage. Radial scan of the hip joint using MRI has become the most useful diagnostic tool for the preoperative assessment of the hip, as it can reveal not only bony abnormalities, but also those of soft tissue structures, such as acetabular labrum and cartilage. However, MRI scanning of many healthy young volunteers for assessing the prevalence of FAI morphology is difficult because of the excessive time, cost, and manpower. In contrast, the post-processing technique of CT scan can achieve adequate assessment of the hip joint morphology in healthy young adults, whose abdomen and pelvis were scanned for symptoms other than those of hip joint pathology.

Although α angles could be measured at 12-, 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-o’clock positions, AC depths could not be measured at 12- and 1-o’clock positions because the osseous margin of the acetabulum is deficient at the acetabular notch. Thus, we measured LCE angles instead of the AC depth at 12-o’clock position. LCE angles could be measured more easily on AP scout views of the CT scan than on X-ray summation images from 3D volume data of CT scans; therefore, we have chosen the AP scout views for measuring the LCE angles.

We demonstrated that there was no significant difference in α angles at 1- and 2-o’clock positions, that these angles were greater than those at other positions in Japanese young men, and that α angles at 2-o’clock position were greater than those at any other o’clock position in Japanese young women. Our results are consistent with those of other reports on Caucasians and Japanese subjects. Moreover, we demonstrated that AC depth at 2-o’clock position was significantly smaller than those in any other position in men and women. These results show that the contours of the acetabulum and femoral head-neck junction at the antero-superior position must be evaluated first for FAI morphology.

Strong right-left correlations were found in max α angles, min AC depths, and LCE angles. Allen et al. demonstrated that most patients with a symptomatic
cam-FAI deformity of at least one hip had bilateral deformities on radiography. It remains to be shown whether those individual differences depend on genetic or environmental factors or not. The correlations of FAI-associated features in family members should be assessed in the future.

We found that max α angles of men were significantly greater than those of women, and that more men than women had cam-type deformity (max α angle > 55°). Chakraverty et al. demonstrated that 60% men and 35% women displayed at least one abnormality associated with cam-type FAI on radial reformation of CT scan, and Mineta et al. showed that 54.4% men and 32.3% women had cam-type deformity in Japanese asymptomatic adults with age ranging from 20 to 89 years. Our results based on multi-sectional radial reformation of CT scan data were consistent with the results of these previous reports. Previous reports using X-ray or environmental factors or not. The correlations of FAI-associated features in family members should be assessed in the future.

We detected no significant sex differences in pincer-type FAI deformities; however, there was a slight predominance of women in the population with AC depth < 0 mm or LCE angle > 40°. Pirrann et al. demonstrated a higher prevalence of established pincer-type FAI among women. Chakraverty et al. demonstrated that 36.7% of the hip joints of men and 42.5% of those of women had at least one pincer-type characteristic, and the prevalence of pincer-type morphologic features was similar between the sexes, with slight women predominance. On the other hand, Mineta et al. reported that the prevalence of pincer-type FAI was predominant in Japanese men among a wide range of ages. Laborie et al. also demonstrated that pincer-type deformities were more frequently seen in healthy young men compared to women in their large population study using X-ray films. Considering our results and those of these previous reports, sex difference in the prevalence of pincer-type FAI must be small.

Acetabular dysplasia is an anatomical abnormality that induces hip OA; moreover, repeated bony contusion due to reduced range of motion (ROM) induced by FAI is another cause of the OA. Although we demonstrated that the prevalence of FAI features in Japanese young adults was similar to that in young Caucasians, it is unclear what proportion of Japanese people with FAI-like features will have symptomatic FAI in the future. Moreover, although most cases of Japanese hip OA are induced by acetabular dysplasia, we think that some patients with latent hip OA due to FAI are overlooked. A long-term follow-up study of Japanese young subjects with FAI features is important for investigating their natural history.

Our study has some limitations. First, although we confirmed that all subjects had no symptoms and no operation history of their hip joints, femoroacetabular impingement tests were not performed, which is a weak point of our study. However, Hack et al. demonstrated the lack of association between an elevated α angle and a positive impingement test. Moreover, another study has recently found positive impingement sign to be an indicator of labral abnormality. Second, we found that the α angles of many healthy subjects were around 55°. Although we used a single cut-off value for cam-type FAI (i.e., 55°) based on previous reports on patients from Western countries, it is unclear whether this cut-off value of α angle is suitable for Japanese subjects who have smaller hip joints. Thus, we believe that a prospective cohort study on young adults with large α angles is warranted to determine the best cut-off value for α angle.

Third, we did not measure Caucasian hip joints directly, and the assessment of ethnic differences based on Western reports remains ambiguous. Fourth, we measured LCE angles on AP scout views of the CT scans. As the subjects were scanned on a curved table top of the CT scanner, LCE angles measured in this study might be slightly different from those measured on X-ray images obtained from subjects lying on a flat table.

In conclusion, radial reformation of the hip joint from CT volume data can delineate FAI morphology. The prevalence of cam-type FAI morphology is higher in young Japanese men than in women. The prevalence of FAI morphological features in Japanese young adults is considered similar to that previously reported for Caucasian adults.
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